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Long jump rules 5e

In: Share Armor Check Penalty Athletics is a skill based on strength. Perform athletics tests to try physical activities based on muscle strength, including climbing, escaping a grab, jumping, and swimming. Climb Let's check athletics to climb up or down a surface. Different circumstances and surfaces make climbing easier or more difficult. Climb: Part of the
moving action. DC: View table. If you use a climber's kit, you get a +2 bonus to test your athletics. If you can brace between the two surfaces, you will receive a +5 bonus for your inspection. Success: You climb at half your speed. When you climb to reach the top of a surface, such as when you climb out of an anthill, the distance to reach the top consists of
allowing you to reach the square adjacent to the surface. The last square of movement puts you on that square. Failure by 4 or less: You stay where you started and lose the rest of your moving action, but you don't fall. You can try again as part of the migration action. Failure by 5 or more: You fall and lose the rest of your moving action. Grant Combat
Advantage: While you are climbing, all enemies have the advantage of fighting against you. Use movement: Count the number of squares you climb as part of your moves. Get Damage: If you take damage while climbing, you must perform a DC Climb test for the surface you are climbing. If that damage causes you to bleed, increase DC by 5. If you do not
check, you fall from your current height. If you try to capture when you fall, add the damage you take to DC to catch yourself. Arrest: If you fall while climbing, you can make an athletics test as a free action to capture something to stop your fall. The DC base to capture something is the DC of the surface you have climbed plus 5, modified according to the
circumstances. You can make a check to arrest. If you fail, you cannot try again unless DM rules otherwise. Climbing speed: While climbing, creatures with climbing speed (such as giant spiders) use that speed, ignore difficult terrain, do not grant combat advantage because of climbing and do not make Athletics test to climb. Surface Athletics DC Ladder 5
Rope 10 Uneven surface (cave wall) 15 Rough surface (brick wall) 20 Slippery surface +5 Unusually smooth surface +5 Escape from a Grab Make an Athletics check to muscle out of a grab (see Escape). You can also make escape attempts to escape from other fixed effects, as directed by DM. Jump Perform athletics tests to jump vertically to reach a
dangling rope or high ledge or jump horizontally to jump over a pit, a patch of difficult terrain , a low wall, or number of other obstacles. High jump: Part of the action moves. Vertical jump distance: Check athletics and divide your test results by 10 (round down). This is the number of feet you can jump. The result determines the height of which your foot you with
a jump. To determine if you can achieve something while jumping, add the height of your character plus a third rounded down (a 6-foot-tall character will add 8 feet to the final distance, and a 4-foottall character will add 5 feet). Run Start: If you move at least 2 squares before making the jump, divide your test results by 5, not 10. Use Movement: Count the
number of squares you jump as part of your moves. If you run out of movement, you fall. You can finish your first move in the air if you move twice. For example, Marc, a 6-foot tall man, tries to jump high to catch a rope suspended 12 feet high. His test results are 26. With a run start, he jumped the distance (26 ÷ 5 = 5 feet, plus his height and a third for a final
gain of 13 feet). If Marc jumps from a standing position, he can't quite reach the end of the rope (26 ÷ 10 = 2 feet for a final reach of 10 feet). Long jump: Part of the action moves. Horizontal jump distance: Check athletics and divide your test results by 10 (don't round out the results). This is the number of squares you can jump over. You land in squares
determined by your results. If you end up on a pit or an abyss, you fall and lose the rest of your moving action. Vertical erase distance: The vertical distance you're clear of is a quarter of the distance you jump horizontally. If you cannot clear the vertical distance of an obstacle along the way, you hit the obstacle, prone to falls and lose the rest of the moving
action. Use Movement: Count the number of squares you jump as part of your moves. If you run out of movement, you fall. You can finish your first move in the air if you move twice. For example, Marc tries to jump long distances to clear a 5-foot-high prickly wall and hole 10 feet wide beyond it. His test results are 24. With a running start, he easily jumps the
distance (24 ÷ 5 = 4.8 squares or 24 feet) and clears the walls (24 ÷ 4 = 6 feet). If Marc jumps from a standing position, he can't quite make it through the pit (24 ÷ 10 = 2.4 squares or 12 feet) and unclear walls (12 ÷ 4 = 3 feet). He touched the prickly wall and fell prone before reaching the pit. Swim Take athletics test to swim or to tread the water. The different
conditions make swimming more difficult. See Endurance skills for information on swimming or trampling for an hour or more. Swimming or water tread: part of a moving action. DC: See the table. Success: You swim at half your speed, or you stay floating and tread the water. Failure by 4 or less: stay where you are and lose the rest of your moving action. Do
you have try again as part of the migration action. Failure by 5 or more: Sink 1 square and risk suffocation due to drowning. Use the Movement: Count the number of squares you swim as part of your moves. Swimming speed: While swimming, wading, Have a swimming speed (such as sahuagin) that uses that speed and does not test athletics for swimming.
D.C. Water Athletics Calm 10 Rough 15 Stormy 20 Athletics Powers Characters trained in athletics can get a gadget-based skill power instead of one from their class (but not their paragon path or the end of the competition): See also the climber set, which gives a +2 bonus to athletics tests for climbing. Dagger boots, which give a bonus +2 to climb at a cost -2
to stealth to move silently. Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise noted. This computer uses the jump rules found in the 5th Edition Player Handbook. What is your power score? How tall are you?feetinches With a running start... (10 feet of movement) ... Your long jump is 10 feet horizontally. ... Your high jump is 10 feet from the
ground. ... You can reach and grab something 10 feet out of the ground. Without a run start ... ... Your long jump is 10 feet horizontally. ... Your high jump is 10 feet from the ground. ... You can reach and grab something 10 feet out of the ground. If there are obstacles... ... You may need to perform a dc10 strength (athletics) test to jump over them. ... You can't
jump over any obstacles higher than 10 feet. If you land in difficult terrain... ... you may need to perform a DC10 Dexterity (Acrobatics) test or soil prone. Under no circumstances... ... You can't jump any further than your remaining movement. You may need dash to cover a long distance. ... Your DM may allow you to exceed your limits by testing Strength
(Athletics). I play a half-human monk. For a while I had Boots of Striding and Springing, but I was very disappointed in them because they didn't really give me much – with 8 Str (all my attacks are Dex based) my jump distance was meager even with boots, and my monk extra speed didn't translate into extra jump distance. I just want to be a halfling who
springs around the battlefield like a frog, is too much to ask for? I think it makes sense for monks to have a bonus jump because they are a little underpowered in my experience. They are focused on melee combat so it is important for them to be able to close the door with the enemy, but their mobility competes for a bonus action with their attacks. Being able
to avoid obstacles by jumping will give them more movement flexibility. Also I found the 5e jump rules to be ridiculously ingestable. Must calculate the distance based on your strength and not your movement rate is not intuitive, and jump high where height and reach makes an even worse difference. And the result of all these calculations is generally one foot
or two ways - not worth it. So with one of the computers in the game I now run also playing a halfling monk, I think about houseruling the jumping rules. Goals: 1. Simpler 2. Strength + Athletics Training must be a but characters with low durability, high should not be penalized. 3. Monks should jump further as their movement speed increases. 4. Magic should
allow really realistic jumping. This is what I've come up with for the long jump. (Haven't thought about jumping high yet.) Please criticize! Long jumps You can jump 1/4 of your basic movement speed, 1/2 with a 10' run-up. (All segments are rounded down.) Each leg jumps using up one leg of movement for turns, and you can't jump beyond your total
movement. Bonus jumping movements: Effects that allow you to jump further, such as magic, give bonus movements. Bonus jumping movements can allow you to move through your normal movement rate for turns, but if so you cannot perform any action except the free action until the start of your next turn, while you restore your balance. You can optionally
add extra bonus movement by making an Athletics check, DC 10+ extra desired legs. If you don't check, you muff your takeoff and your total jump distance is half. For example, Coily the Halfling has a 25' movement speed. He can jump 7 feet from a standing start, 12' with a run-up. So with a normal moving action, he can run 13' and then jump 12'. With a
dash action he can run 37' and then jump 12'. If Coily gets some Boots of Striding and Springing, move his base to 30' and his jump distance is doubled. Now he can jump 30' with a run start - 15' normal and 15' jump bonus. So with a standard action Coily can run 10' and jump 20', and attack when he lands, or he can run up to 15' and jump the full 30', but
don't use any more action (including reaction) until his next turn. And if Coily is a level 18 Monk, his basic movement rate would be 55', so with boots he can jump 26' from a stand start or 54' from a starting run. 27' of which is the bonus jump distance. So with a Dash he can run 83', jump 27' to the end of his movement with his usual jump, and sail on a 27' with
jump bonuses for 137' of movement. And that's without spending any athletics effort. Compare that to a level 18 monk under the default rules, who probably wasn't putting any points into such strength there 8-11, meaning they could jump 16 to 22 feet with boots, constant throughout their careers, and never be able to beat 110' total movement with a Dash act.
I totally agree that the jumping rules for 5E are erlict and annoying and I love your efforts to simplify them! As an ordering point, I want to remind you that the Get bonuses for their jump distance: Step of the Wind You can set aside 1 ki point to perform Disengage or Dash action as a bonus action on your turn, and your jump distance is doubled for turns. I think
a slightly more elegant way to say if you do this you can't take an action is to make your new ability an action in and of itself. If you perform a new action that simply moves your character a certain distance in a leap, you don't have to refers to the speed of movement because it will be a separate consideration of its own. That doesn't take into account magic
items, though. Maybe these items will modify the new action? I'll honestly simplify it even further. You can jump 5' horizontally or vertically. If you are a small race, you can jump 10' horizontally with a 10' run start. If you are an average race, you can jump 15' with a 10' run start. If you have athletics or acrobatics trained skills, you can jump 20' with a 10' run
start. If you have both skills trained, you can jump 30' with a 10' run start. For vertical jumping, you can jump 10' if you have athletics or acrobatics trained and start running. Note: the record for high jumps is 2.45m (one hair over 8'), and the long jump is 8.95m (just under 30'). Both records reflect that is a little different than how an explorer can jump (i.e. no
record reflects someone with their arms outstretched, desperately grabbed for a handhold). If you want to jump further, check out Athletics or Acrobatics at DC 15. A success gives you an extra 5'. Jump Spell/Ring of Jumping, which allows you to make a 30' horizontal or vertical leap as a bonus action. The launch of Striding &amp; Springing doubles your
standing or running distance. Unless you are strictly using TotM combat, distance jumping is useless unless they are insomer 5'. My main concern would be, as a GM, that the index was very strong of Dexterity to increase more utility, while the index was weak of strength losing it. High power, low dexterity characters are penalized with long-range attacks, AC*,
initiatives, and many skills. High dexterity, low strength characters are penalized with a selection of mitigation melee weapons, a unique skill, solitary, and jump distance. Carry-on capabilities are rarely important because it is usually not enforced or returned outdated by a holding bag. And as a player, as someone who is playing a high-strength character right
now, who regularly uses jumps to get around obstructing terrain and other obstacles, I'd be pissed that one of my few character advantages is said to be strongly diluted quite strongly especially to help for being the best generous statistic in the game. As stands, I get irritated every time my GM allows Acrobatics in place of Athletics, because there seems to be
a general tendency to allow Dexterity to do what power can, but rarely the opposite. And as Ophidimancer pointed out: monks already have a power that's meant to simulate what you want out of a monk. Another solution that did not improve ingenuity was powerful while eliminating one of the very few advantages the power was able to eliminate strong and
completely skillful. Just wrap them into a single Physical Strength index. In this way, an ambush fighter in their sleep is not completely defenseless, defensive, Monk bounding gets the advantage of a significant jump distance. The point of purchase may need to be adjusted, but it's good when almost literally every character I've seen that doesn't need the
power to use it as a dump statistic. * Yes, high strength allows armor with a power requirement. But Dexterity is applied to AC for all classes, as well as when a character is unsasted. I agree with Grumpygoat, and more specifically think that anything that undermines one of the only bonuses champion receives is not a great idea. I totally agree that the jumping
rules for 5E are erlict and annoying and I love your efforts to simplify them! As a point of order I want to remind you that monks get a bonus for their jump distance: I honestly keep forgetting that Double Wind Step jumps the distance, because it always competes with other applications of my ki, and I can't get any extra distance out of it so it's very situational
whether I can use use it. So a Monk with Boots of Striding and Springing can make super jumps, and by spending a ki point and a bonus act can be an absolute monster. I'm fine with that, I think. I want monks to get some mobility without having to use their bonus action. I think a slightly more elegant way to say if you do this you can't take an action is to make
your new ability an action in and of itself. If you perform a new action that simply moves your character a certain distance in a leap, you don't need to mention the speed of movement because it will be a separate consideration of its own. However, that's not the same. With my version, you can perform all your actions first and then do your full jump. You just
can't move and then attack if you're getting extra movement. I'll honestly simplify it even further. You can jump 5' horizontally or vertically. If you are a small race, you can jump 10' horizontally with a 10' run start. If you are an average race, you can jump 15' with a 10' run start. If you have athletics or acrobatics trained skills, you can jump 20' with a 10' run start.
If you have both skills trained, you can jump 30' with a 10' run start. For vertical jumping, you can jump 10' if you have athletics or acrobatics trained and start running. In fact, I want to ring to 5', but I think it's simpler to base on the speed of movement than to look for what the numbers are. In my experience people who rarely jump have to stop and search it
already, and it's just oh, it's score my strength. No, not bonuses, scores. Half your movement speed is much easier to remember, I think. I agree with Grumpygoat, and more specifically think that anything that undermines one of the only bonuses champion receives is not a great idea. I don't see this weakening power, or champion. Higher powers can still be
used to test athletics to get extra distance, and can Beyond your normal movement rate makes the jump bonus stronger. (It still looks pretty weak, though - a few extra legs jumping as a level 7 possibility? If I allow longer jumps in general, I will also expand that possibility. Thanks for pointing it out.) I'll straighten up give the champion an extra 5' bonus to jump
the distance. As-is, one of my home rules is that Champion automatically gets both athletics and acrobatics trained, and has expertise in both skills, as part of remarkable level 7 athletes. Ok, simple version: You can jump 1/4 of your basic movement speed, 1/2 with a 10' run-up. Each leg jumps using up one leg of movement. You can jump farther than you've
moved left, but if you do you're stunned until the start of your next turn after you land. If you want to jump beyond your normal jumping speed, make an athletics test, DC 10+ double the extra distance in the foot (10+ extra distance in the foot with a 10' run-up). If you miss DC, your total jump distance is halved. Champion now jumps +5 feet at level 7, +10 feet
at level 11, +15 feet at level 15, and +20 feet at level 19. Page 2 I play a halfling monk. For a while I had Boots of Striding and Springing, but I was very disappointed in them because they didn't really give me much – with 8 Str (all my attacks are Dex based) my jump distance was meager even with boots, and my monk extra speed didn't translate into extra
jump distance. I just want to be a halfling who springs around the battlefield like a frog, is too much to ask for? I think it makes sense for monks to have a bonus jump because they are a little underpowered in my experience. They are focused on melee combat so it is important for them to be able to close the door with the enemy, but their mobility competes
for a bonus action with their attacks. Being able to avoid obstacles by jumping will give them more movement flexibility. Also I found the 5e jump rules to be ridiculously ingestable. Having to calculate the distance based on your strength and not your movement rate is not intuitive, and jumping high where height and gain make an even worse difference. And
the result of all these calculations is generally one foot or two ways - not worth it. So with one of the computers in the game I now run also playing a halfling monk, I think about houseruling the jumping rules. Goals: 1. Simpler 2. Strength + Athletics training should be a factor but low strength, high dex character should not be penalized. 3. Monks should jump
further as their movement speed increases. 4. Magic should give Really realistic jumping. This is what I've come up with for the long jump. (Haven't thought about jumping high yet.) Please criticize! Long jumps You can jump 1/4 of your basic movement speed, 1/2 with a 10' run-up. (All segments are rounded down.) Each leg jumps using up one leg of
movement for turns, turns, You can't jump any further than your total movement. Bonus jumping movements: Effects that allow you to jump further, such as magic, give bonus movements. Bonus jumping movements can allow you to move through your normal movement rate for turns, but if so you cannot perform any action except the free action until the start
of your next turn, while you restore your balance. You can optionally add extra bonus movement by making an Athletics check, DC 10+ extra desired legs. If you don't check, you muff your takeoff and your total jump distance is half. For example, Coily the Halfling has a 25' movement speed. He can jump 7 feet from a standing start, 12' with a run-up. So with a
normal moving action, he can run 13' and then jump 12'. With a dash action he can run 37' and then jump 12'. If Coily gets some Boots of Striding and Springing, move his base to 30' and his jump distance is doubled. Now he can jump 30' with a run start - 15' normal and 15' jump bonus. So with a standard action Coily can run 10' and jump 20', and attack
when he lands, or he can run up to 15' and jump the full 30', but don't use any more action (including reaction) until his next turn. And if Coily is a level 18 Monk, his basic movement rate would be 55', so with boots he can jump 26' from a stand start or 54' from a starting run. 27' of which is the bonus jump distance. So with a Dash he can run 83', jump 27' to
the end of his movement with his usual jump, and sail on a 27' with jump bonuses for 137' of movement. And that's without spending any athletics effort. Compare that to a level 18 monk under the default rules, who probably wasn't putting any points into such strength there 8-11, meaning they could jump 16 to 22 feet with boots, constant throughout their
careers, and never be able to beat 110' total movement with a Dash act. I totally agree that the jumping rules for 5E are erlict and annoying and I love your efforts to simplify them! As an order point, I want to remind you that monks get bonuses for their jump distance: Step of the Wind You can set aside 1 ki point to perform Disengage or Dash action as a
bonus action on your turn, and your jump distance is doubled for turns. I think a slightly more elegant way to say if you do this you can't take an action is to make your new ability an action in and of itself. If you take a new action that is simply Transfer your character a certain distance in a leap, you don't have to mention the speed of movement because it will
be a separate consideration of its own. That doesn't take into account magic items, though. Maybe these items will modify the new action? I'll honestly simplify it even further. You can jump 5' horizontally or vertically. If you are a small race, you can jump 10' horizontally with a 10' run start. If you are an average race, you can jump 15' with a 10' run start. If you
have Athletics or or Trained skills, you can jump 20' with a 10' run start. If you have both skills trained, you can jump 30' with a 10' run start. For vertical jumping, you can jump 10' if you have athletics or acrobatics trained and start running. Note: the record for high jumps is 2.45m (one hair over 8'), and the long jump is 8.95m (just under 30'). Both records
reflect that is a little different than how an explorer can jump (i.e. no record reflects someone with their arms outstretched, desperately grabbed for a handhold). If you want to jump further, check out Athletics or Acrobatics at DC 15. A success gives you an extra 5'. Jump Spell/Ring of Jumping, which allows you to make a 30' horizontal or vertical leap as a
bonus action. The launch of Striding &amp; Springing doubles your standing or running distance. Unless you are strictly using TotM combat, distance jumping is useless unless they are insomer 5'. My main concern would be, as a GM, that the index was very strong of Dexterity to increase more utility, while the index was weak of strength losing it. High power,
low dexterity characters are penalized with long-range attacks, AC*, initiatives, and many skills. High dexterity, low strength characters are penalized with a selection of mitigation melee weapons, a unique skill, solitary, and jump distance. Carry-on capabilities are rarely important because it is usually not enforced or returned outdated by a holding bag. And as
a player, as someone who is playing a high-strength character right now, who regularly uses jumps to get around obstructing terrain and other obstacles, I'd be pissed that one of my few character advantages is said to be strongly diluted quite strongly especially to help for being the best generous statistic in the game. As stands, I get irritated every time my
GM allows Acrobatics in place of Athletics, because there seems to be a general tendency to allow Dexterity to do what power can, but rarely the opposite. And as Ophidimancer pointed out: monks already have a power that's meant to simulate what you want out of a monk. Another solution that did not improve ingenuity was powerful while eliminating one of
the very few advantages the power was able to eliminate strength and dexterity altogether. Just wrap them into a single Physical Strength index. In this way, an ambush fighter in their sleep is not entirely defenseless, while monk bounding gets the advantage of a significant jump distance. The point of purchase may need to be adjusted, but it's good when
almost literally every character I've seen that doesn't need the power to use it as a dump statistic. * Yes, high strength for Armor with a power requirement. But Dexterity is applied to AC for all classes, as well as when a character is unsasted. I agree with Grumpygoat, and more specifically think weakening one of the only bonuses champion receives is not a
great idea. I totally agree that the jumping rules for 5E are erlict and annoying and I love your efforts to simplify them! As a point of order I want to remind you that monks get a bonus for their jump distance: I honestly keep forgetting that Double Wind Step jumps the distance, because it always competes with other applications of my ki, and I can't get any extra
distance out of it so it's very situational whether I can use use it. So a Monk with Boots of Striding and Springing can make super jumps, and by spending a ki point and a bonus act can be an absolute monster. I'm fine with that, I think. I want monks to get some mobility without having to use their bonus action. I think a slightly more elegant way to say if you do
this you can't take an action is to make your new ability an action in and of itself. If you perform a new action that simply moves your character a certain distance in a leap, you don't need to mention the speed of movement because it will be a separate consideration of its own. However, that's not the same. With my version, you can perform all your actions first
and then do your full jump. You just can't move and then attack if you're getting extra movement. I'll honestly simplify it even further. You can jump 5' horizontally or vertically. If you are a small race, you can jump 10' horizontally with a 10' run start. If you are an average race, you can jump 15' with a 10' run start. If you have athletics or acrobatics trained skills,
you can jump 20' with a 10' run start. If you have both skills trained, you can jump 30' with a 10' run start. For vertical jumping, you can jump 10' if you have athletics or acrobatics trained and start running. In fact, I want to ring to 5', but I think it's simpler to base on the speed of movement than to look for what the numbers are. In my experience people who
rarely jump have to stop and search it already, and it's just oh, it's equal to my strength score. No, not bonuses, scores. Half your movement speed is much easier to remember, I think. I agree with Grumpygoat, and more specifically think that anything that undermines one of the only bonuses champion receives is not a great idea. I don't see this weakening
power, or champion. Higher powers can still be used to test athletics to get extra distance, and can move Exceeding your normal movement speed makes the jump bonus stronger. (It still looks pretty weak, though - a few extra legs jumping as a level 7 possibility? If I allow longer jumps in general, I will also expand that possibility. Thanks for pointing it out.) I'll
straighten up give the champion an extra 5' bonus to jump the distance. As-is, one of my home rules is that Champion automatically gets both athletics and acrobatics trained, created, have expertise in both skills, as part of remarkable level 7 athletes. Ok, simple version: You can jump 1/4 of your basic movement speed, 1/2 with a 10' run-up. Each leg jumps
using up one leg of movement. You can jump farther than you've moved left, but if you do you're stunned until the start of your next turn after you land. If you want to jump beyond your normal jumping speed, make an athletics test, DC 10+ double the extra distance in the foot (10+ extra distance in the foot with a 10' run-up). If you miss DC, your total jump
distance is halved. Champion now jumps +5 feet at level 7, +10 feet at level 11, +15 feet at level 15, and +20 feet at level 19. 19.
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